I. INTRODUCTION
Buffers are a key component of a packet-switched network, as they absorb burst arrivah of packets and hence reduce losses.
Larger buffers can absorb larger bursts, but they tend to build up at high load and increase queueing delays. The traditional technique for managing delay is to set a maximum length for each buffer queue, accept packets in the queue until the maximum length is reached, then d r~p subsequent incoming packets until the queue decreases below its maximum value. This buffer management scheme is referred to a$ Tail Drop.
End-to-end control mechanisms are used in the Internet to regulate the amount of traffic in the network and match it to available capacity, thereby making sure that queue lengths and loss rates remain reasonable. The most widely used control mechanism ie TCP's window based mechanism [12] . TCP has prevented an Internet-wide collapse, however some thorny problems remain, For example, the mechanism in TCP tends to keep queue occupancy high, and thus tends to discriminate against bursty traffic (since bursts of packets arriving at a router won't find much free buffer space to squeeze into). Furthermore, TCP traffic itself is burstyl [16], [l] , which means that a loss event at a router tends to involve many packets at a time, leading to reduced throughput and synchronization between TCP connections sharing the ressources of that router. Finally, not all applications are willing to use control mechanisms; in particular, many interactive audio (IP telephony) applications send data at a rate independent of the state of congestion in the network, and thus grab all the bandwidth of the network when competing with rate adaptive applications such as those that rely on TCP.
Clearly, the uncontrolled use of such applications again raises the possibility of Intemet-wide congestion collapse.
The difficulties above bring out the necessity to complement end-to-end control mechanisms with router-based control mechanisms that extend beyond the current Tail Drop scheme. The Intemet Research Task Force 0 produced a document, now an information RFC [3], urging the deployment of router-based control schemes. Specifically, the document, often referred to as the "RED manifesto", singles out the Random Early Detection (RED) scheme, as the recommended scheme for use in the Intemet.
The RED scheme was initially described and analyzed in 181. Basically, RED starts dropping packets randomly before the buffer gets full. Thus, it forces connections to back off before the buffer fills up and multiple packets are dropped; if connections ignore packet drops and keep sending at too-high rates, they keep suffering from high loss rates. RED is claimed to provide several benefits, in particular 1) decrease the end-to-end delay for both responsive (TCP) and non necessarily responsive real-time traffic (UDP), 2) prevent large number of consecutive packet losses by ensuring available buffer space even with bursty traffic, and 3) remove the higher loss bias against bursty &a€-fic observed with Tail Drop. Some of these claims have been validated with simulation studies. However, despite the IRT-F recommendation that RED be widely deployed, RED In this paper, we develop simple analytic models for the RED and Tail Drop buffer management schemes, and use these models to quantify the benefits (or lack thereof) brought about by RED. In particular, we examine the impact of RED on the loss rates, the number of consecutively lost packets, the mean delay, and the delay jitter, suffered by bursty and less bursty traffic (such a s TCP and UDP traffic, respectively). We find that (i) RED does indeed eliminate the bias against bursty traffic observed with Tail Drop (claim 3 in the previous paragraph); however it does so not by decreasing the loss probability of bursty (TCP) traffic, but rather by increasing that of smooth (UDP) traffic; (ii) the number of consecutively lost packets is larger with RED than with Tail Drop, suggesting that RED might not help as much as anticipated with the global synchronization of TCP flows (claim 2 above), (iii) RET, is crucial to control the average queueing delay in routers and hence the end-to-end delay (claim 1 above), but increa%es the jitter of non bursty (LJDP) streams, and hence their playout buffer requirements, thereby negating at least in part the gains on the lower mean delay. In addition to these three main findings, we also show that the often used claim that the loss rate suffered by a flow in a RED router is proportional to the flow intensity (claim first made in 181) is true only if the flow arrival process is Poisson (specifically, it requires the PASTA property). The number of packets buffered in the queue defines a Markov chain, the stationary distribution of which can be easily computed. We denote by ?T this stationary distribution. Using the PASTA property, we obtain the drop probability of a packet in a Tail Drop router:
We now consider a RED router, and we make the assumption for now that the drop rate d(k) depends on the instantaneous queue size k rather than on the average queue size (i.e. we assume 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE w = 1). Note that there is no reason for choosing maxth < K in this case, hence we let max,h = K. We use the following approxima tion: Approximation I: The RED router uses the same drop probability d(k) on all packet$ in the same burst, where k is the instantaneous queue size at the time the first packet in the burst arrives at the router. Note that in reality the difference between the drop probability of the first packet of the burst d(k) and the drop probability of any other packet of the burst cannot exceed:
Thus, the approximation above provides a lower bound on the drop rate. Furthermore, it is accurate (Ad@) is small) when the drop function is sufficiently smooth (namely for small values of minth and high values of ma,) and the burst size B is nut too large compared to the buffer size K. Now, using the PASTA property again, we approximate the drop probability of a packet in a RED router by:
Note that the stationary distribution ?r in this case is different from that obtained with Tail Drop. Note that the drop probability is always higher with RED than with Tail Drop (this is a sample-path property). For large offered load (which may represent transient congestion periods), the drop probability is very clase to that suffered by a Poisson traffic in a Tail Drop router, which is given by the loss probability for the M / M / l / K queue:
We conclude that whatever the burst size, Let ?r be the stationary distribution of the total number of packets in the queue. Using the PASTA property, we obtain the drop probability of a packet for the bursty flow and the smooth flow in a Tail Drop router:
and Clearly P~D (a) > PTD ( g ) , meaning that there is a bias against bursty traffic with Tail Drop. On the other hand, we obtain for the RED muter (using the same approximation as earlier)
meaning that there is no bias against bursty traffic with RED.
In fact, RED distributes the drops among both types of traffic.
Noting that k=l we obtain in view of (1) for high values of the offered load, C. Including queue size averaging in the model muter only depends on the instantaneous queue size. Adding queue size averaging increases the complexity of the model (as it increases the memory needed to keep track of past queue sizes). A key observation, however, is that when the weight w of the moving average scheme is small (which is the case in practice),
We have so far assumed that the drop probability in the RED 0-7803-5880-5/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE the estimated average queue sine t varies slowly, so that consecutive packets belonging to the stme burst are likely to experiment the same drop probability d(k). As a result, the Approximation 1 used in previous analysis is still vaIid in this case. Even more, it is acurate whatever the drop function, and in particular for the RED parameters recommended in [SI.
Example2: Consider a buffer of size K = 40 and RED parameters minth = 10, nEXXth = 30, m u p = 0.1 and w = 0.002. Figures 5 and 6 show the drop probability as a function of the fraction of bursty traffic in the input traffic, obtained using the analytic expressions above (continuous line for RED, dashed for Tail Drop), and using simulations (done with queue size averaging, and without Approximation 1). Figure   5 shows that, with an offered load of p = 2, the drop probability is the same for both types of traffic with RED, namely PRED(S) -&ED@) -0.5, and it is equal to &he average drop probability with Tail Drop, as predicted by equations (1) We conclude that RED avoids the bias against bursty traffic, and that this results in a significant decrease of the drop rate suffered by bursty traffic only when the fraction of bursty &affic is small (see Figure 5) . Otherwise, the main effect of RED is to increase the drop probability of smooth traffic, without improving the drop probability of bursty traffic. In practice, if we replace "bursty" with ' TCP" and "smooth" with "interactive UDP audio" for example, and if we note that TCP makes up the vast majority of Intemet traffic, the result above means that the overall loss rate suffered by TCP connections when going from Tail Drop to RED will not change much, but that the loss rate suffered by UDPLIP telephony applications (whether they are rate adaptive or not) will increase significantly. In all cases, the drop rate (namely the number of packets dropped per unit of time) of a flow going through a RED router does not depend of the burstiness of this flow, but only on the load it generates (refer to Equation (2) above).
D. An important observation about PASTA
It is important to note that the analysis above heavily relies on the PASTA property of Poisson processes. In general, it is not true that the stationary distribution of the number of packets k buffered in the queue immediately before the arrival of a burst of packets (that is under the Palm probability [21) coincides with x, the continuous-time stationary distribution of k. Unlike what we saw earlier in the case of the batch Poisson arrival process, the drop probability for the Pareto traffic is different from the drop probability for smooth traffic even for the RED router. Thus, it is important to be aware of, and careful about, strong trafh assumptions one might malung when modeling RED routers as in [ 1 11.
SYNCHRONIZATION OF TCP FLOWS
The combination of a TCP mechanism which keeps queue occupancy high, of bursty TCP traffic, and of the Tail Drop bias against bursty trafW, means that loss events at a router tend to operational Internet. In any case, one claim made by the RED designers is that, since RED spreads out packet drops, it will help break the synchronization pattern which (is thought to) occurs with Tail Drop.
To investigate this claim, we examine in this section the impact of RED on the distribution of the number of consecutive packet losses in a loss event at a router. We consider the same model as before, except that the traffic is now simply a Poisson process of intensity A, so that the offered load is quai to p = X/p.
A. Tail Drop
Assume that a drop occurs at time t = 0 in a Tail Drop router. Since the exponential distribution is memoryless, the next incoming packet is dropped if and only if its arrival time is smaller than the service time of a packet, Thus when a packet is dropped, the next packet is dropped with probability p , where As a result, the number of consecutive drops in a Tail Drop router NTD satisfies Vn 2 0, P(NTD > n) =pn.
Using the expression
we conclude that the mean and the variance of the number of consecutive drops in a Tail Drop router are respectively given by E(NTD) = p + 1 and VX(NTD) = p(p -t 1). (3)
B. RED with instantaneous queue size
As in Section II, we first consider the case where the drop rate d(k) depends on the instantaneous queue size k, and we let m a t h = K in this case. We use the following approximation:
Consecutively dropped packets are dropped with the same probability.
Note that in reality when a packet is dropped with probability d(k), the next packet is dropped with probability d (l) .rr(kldrop) = -d(k).
P(drop)
We conclude that k=O Figure 8 compares the analytic result above with simulation for an offered load of p = 2 and RED parameters as in Example 1.
We observe a very good fit. Table I shows the results obtained for a Tail Drop router and a RED router, when the offered load is p = 2. We conclude that RED effectively spreads out packet losses, and thus may avoid the synchronization of TCP flows. 
C. RED with average queue size
As mentionned earlier, the model becomes much more complex when RED uses the average queue size instead of the instantaneous queue size to compute the drop probability of a packet. But, here again, the key observation is that wFen the parameter w is small, the estimated average queue size IC varies slowly, so that consecutiv: packets are likely to experiment the same drop probability d(k). As a result, Approximation 2 is still valid in this case. In fact, it is acurate whatever the drop function, and in particular when m a t h < K, provided that the offered load is high. It follows then from (4) that the distribution of the number of consecutive drops satisfies Hence, when the parameter w tends to 0, the number of consecutive drops becomes infinite with a positive probability ! The interpretation of this result is that, under high load, the average queue size slowly oscillates around the value m a t h r resulting in long @finite when w tends to 0) periods of consecutive drops (when k > maxth), and longA(infinite when w tends to 0) periods of random drops (when k c m a t h ) . This is illustrated by the simulation results of Figure 9 and 
IV. QUEUEING DELAY
We next compare the delay through a router with both the REJD and Tail Drop management schemes. We use the same model as in previous section, where the input traffic is a Poisson pnxess of intensity A, to evaluate the queueing delay (equivalently the queue size) in the router.
A. TailDrop router is simply given by
The stationary distribution of the queue size in a Tail Drop
B. RED with instantaneous queue size
As we did earlier, we assume here that the drop rate d(k) depends on the instantaneous queue size IC, and we let m a t h = K. Then the number of packets in the queue is a birth-death process, the stationary distribution of which is simply given by Consider then the case of a UDP-based IP telephony application, which sends smooth traffic (typically on/off periodic traffic when silence detection is used). We saw in Section II that that application would loose many more packets with RED than with Tail Drop. We see here that the average delay suffered by the UDP packets would be much lower than with Tail Drop (depending on the choice of maqh), which is a key benefit in telephony applications. However, the delay variance (computed from Equation 5) is such that the end to end delay, including the playout delay at the destination, does not reflect the gain RED brought to the mean delay. We can then expect the audio quality perceived at the destination to be mediocre at best.
C. RED with average queue size
Consider now the case when the drop rate computed by RED is a function of the average queue size. As mentionned earlier, provided that the parameter w is small and the offered load is high, the estimated average queue size (and hence the stationary instantaneous queue size) will slowly oscillate around the value maxth. Thus, although RED reduces the mean delay, RED also adds jitter in the delay, and so much as the parameter w is small. This is illustrated in Figure 11 and Table N We now compare the delay properties derived with the model with those obtained with the simulations. Figure 13 shows the evolutions with time, as the simulation progresses, of the delay in the router with RED and Tail Drop, when the buffer size is equal to 40 packets and 15 packets, respectively. With Tail Drop, and given the high load in the router, the buffer occupancy quickly increases then remains close to its maximum value. Note that with lOOTCP flows and differentround trip delays, we do not observe system-wide synchronization patterns that would indicate large scale TCP synchronization. The situation is quite different with RED. The queue builds up quickly; RED starts dropping packets when the average queue size reaches minth, then drops all packets when the average queue size reaches m a t h . The drop rate decreases when the average queue drops below math, traffic picks up, the average queue tends toward m a t h and eventually exceeds it, and the cycle resumes (refer to our earlier discussion in Section m). Thus, as expected, the average queue stays close to maxth, and the RED router behaves essentially like a Tail Drop router with buffer size m a t h 161, 1151. However the instantaneous queue size varies heavily with time, more so than a Tail Drop queue does in the same situation. Again, this shows good correlation with our analytic results.
B. Impact of the number offlows
Finally, we use simulation to examine an issue we did not consider in our analysis, namely the impact of the number of TCP flows on performance. Figures 14 shows the evolutions of the total TCP goodput (top graph), and the UDP loss rate (bottom graph) as a function of the number of TCP flows. We first observe that using RED or Tail Drop does not change much the total TCP goodput, independent of the number of flows. When the number of flows is large (and therefore the load in the router is sustained and high), RED performs slightly better, but only at thc cost of dropping many more UDPpackets than Tail Drop would. Again, this ties in well with our analysis. We also observe that RED drops more UD-P packets than Tail Drop independent of the number of flows, and that the drop rate keeps still increasing even as goodput remains steady when the number of flows increases. Furthermore, the goodput does not increase significantly when more than 75 flows are active in the network. In addition. Tail Drop performs better when only few flows are active.
We now examine how the number of flows impacts the router performance (as opposed to the end to end performance discussed above). To do this, we plot in Figure 15 the evolutions of the actual queue size during an experiment with different numbers of active flows in the network. We set up the network as described before but used a large buffer of 200 packets. For the RED router, we set minth = 50, maxth = 150, m a p = 10% and the averaging parameter 20 = 0.002.
When the number of flows is small the Tail Drop queue router is rarely empty, while the RED actual queue size oscillates heavily and is more often idle. When the number of flows is higher, the router is never idle for RED nor for Tail Drop. This means that we should not expect much difference in throughput for the two dropping schemes; this in mm confirms our earlier observation when we saw a larger throughput with Tail Drop than with RED. Note that, in any case, we observe a much more pronounced oscillation of the actual queue size with RED then with Tail Drop. This reflects our observations earlier in this section on large delay variance with RED.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown in the paper that (i) RED does eliminate the higher loss bias against bursty traffic observed with Tail Drop, but not by decrea..ing the loss rate of bursty traffic, rather by increasing that of non bursty traffic; (ii) the number of consecutive packet drops is higher with RED than Tail Drop, indicating that RED might contribute to, rather than solve, the global synchronization of TCP flows; (iii) the lower mean delay brought about by RED is compensated by a large delay variance for smooth traffic, which would be detrimental to interactive applications such as IP telephony.
Our results indicate that the benefits of RED are not as clear cut as claimed in [8]. Rather, they do point at a definite need to obtain a thorough analytic (quantitative) understanding of RED, together with clear operational supporting evidence, to weight the benefits that a large scale deployment of RED would bring.
